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A year ago, for our second quarter "architect in the community" issue, we focused on Los Angeles, site of that

year's AIA National Convention. This year we focus on the Bay Area. The reason this time is not temporal but topi-

cal: this issue ol arcCAis devoted to Design Review, a pr0cess for which San Francisco and surrounding communi-

ties are noted-or, one might say, notorious.

ln this issue, you will find three perspectives on design revievv in San Francisco: a highly critical appraisal

by development and planning consultant David Prowler (oriqinally published in the newsletter of the San Francisco

planning and Urban Research Association (SPUR), January 2007); a story of a series of design workshops pre-

sented to the San Francisco Planning Commission on behalf of AIA San Francisco; and some encouraging front-line

experiences of design review by architect 0wen Kennerly, AIA'

As background for these studies of design review, we offer two complementary historical perspectives by

two of California's premier architectural historians, David Gebhard and Mitchell Schwarzer

you will also find other Bay Area-centric articles. a proposal for "Design Review Guidelines Guidelines" by

San Mateo architect Ellis Schoichet, AIA; an interview with San Francisco architect Sylvia Kwan, FAIA, who was a

contestant on this season's Survivoa AIA San Francisco's selection of the city's best-loved buildings, reported by

John King, urban design writer for lhe San Francisco Chronicle; an elegant and economical renovation for the East

0akland School of the Arts, by San Francisco's Stoner Meek Architecture and Urban Design (in "Under the Radar");

and, for our "Coda," a brief look at changing design review criteria, as seen in mid-twentieth century and early

twenty-first century additions to a late-nineteenth century San Francisco landmark.

We also look at a landscape much-neqlected by the architectural press: that of the suburban office park,

reflecting on the role of design review in the formation of the Sand Hill Road Corridor in Menlo Park and Palo Alto.

And, as always, we try to have at least one nutsy-boltsy, how-to article, this one on how best to behave at a

design review hearing, Wendy Kohn's "Confessions of a Desiqn Reviewer."

We look forward to Your resPonses.
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Tim Culvahouse, FAIA, editor
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Correspondence

re: 07.1, "Patronage":

I just finished reading "lnstitutional Patronage: An lnterview with David Meckel, FAIA" in the latest issue of arcCl.
I greatly appreciate the way in which you reframed the notion of "patronage" to include the university.

This stimulating interview shined a spotlight on the powerful role California College of the Arts and other schools
play as they engage with the social, political, and economic fabric of the community, city, and region. Meckel very
effectively conjugated the many ways in which the university, in this case CCA, can creatively leverage its assets

to the benefit of many beyond the academy.

I applaud the creation of an entity like the Center for Art in Public Life as an armature from which to
address issues of social iustice and community development through the arts. That interdisciplinary program

serves the diverse populations of the san Francisco Bay Area in very explicit, powerful ways.

ln my experience, CCA also promotes the value of design to many in the immediate community with the
innovative and accessible architecture of its campus facilities. CCA offers a prime example of how to recycle previ-

ously used parts of the city and reuse them in imaginative new ways.

I also offer my kudos to David Meckel for articulating the less obvious, but equally important, ways in which
the everyday practices of professors, students, and administrators make vital contributions to the larger commu-
nity as well.

I know UC Berkeley, through its Center for Cities and Schools (CC & S), also encourages and supports the
relationship between quality schools and healthy cities/communities. CC & S garners the resources of the university
to build capacity and support communities in customized, context-specific ways, such as its y-pLAN program for
college students and high school youth, and by directing scholarship to meaningfully engage the local community
and the region.

I personally feel nourished, stimulated, and reassured by the commitment to citizenship and "patronage"

by CCA, UCB, and other academic institutions in the Bay Area. This article helped to explain the reasons why.

Shirl Buss, phD, Associate AIA

Sausalito
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First, and foremost, I want to applaud the recent

"Patronage" issue of arcCA.The topic is one that is

rarely discussed within the everyday discourse of

architecture-and, as you have so powerfully illus-

trated-is, and always has been, a significant force in

giving shape to the archltecture of our civilization.

Recently, while being dwarfed by the statue

of Columbus as I was standing atop Telegraph Hill

and marveling at the splendor of the Bay Area, I was

reminded how the history of America mlght have been

quite different lf it hadn't been for the patronage of

Ferdinand and lsabella.

My reason for recalling this prescient act

of patronage is to point out that the importance of

patronage in the field of architecture extends beyond

the creation of actual buildings. This point is one that

I wish would have been further elaborated upon in the

recent arcC,4 issue.

ln my own case, as an architect working specifi-

cally toward improving our society-rather than being

involved in the creation of actual buildings-the long-

term support of a patron has been the single most

significant factor in enabling the sustained success

of my work. lndeed, over the twenty years that I have

founded and developed the pro.iects of the Symposium

on Healthcare Design, The Center for Health Design,

and most recently The CARITAS Project, the quality

of the environment for healthcare could not have

advanced to the point that it has reached today with-

out the patronage of the Nemschoff family.

It is a direct consequence of this patronage that

scores of architects have advanced their practices;

multitudes of healthcare facilities have developed

environments that materially contribute to the health

and healthcare of their patients, staff, families and

visitors, and local communities; and the very personal

health-related circumstances of many individuals have

tangibly benefited.

When arcC,4 is ready to dedicate an issue to the

pioneering healthcare work of California architects, I

would be delighted to assist in identifying those semi-

nal exemplars that serve as benchmarks against which

to measure further progress.

Wayne Ruga, AIA

Deerfield Beach, Florida

ln the last issue of arcCA,2006 AIA President Kate

Schwennsen defended the AIA's decision to censor

ADPSR's presentation of prisons and politics at the 2006

AIA Convention by arguing that the international dis-

graces of Guantanamo and Abu Ghraib were of "ques-

tionable relevance" to the panel discussion "Exploring

Prisons as a Design, Ethical and Social Policy lssue."

ln 1984, ADPSR members were thrown out of the

AIA Convention in Phoenix for distributing materials

about the threat of nuclear weapons; yet in 1993 ADPSR

was awarded the AIA's lnstitute Honor for being "a

strong, resounding voice for social and political justice."

Many observers, including Federal District Judge

Thelton Henderson, who holds jurisdiction over Cali-

fornia's prison system, consider the U.S. prison system

to be the Sl social justice problem in our country

today-and therefore fully within ADPSR's historical role

in the profession, as recognized by the AlA.

Accordingly, I expect an apology from the AlA,

but I hope sooner than the nine years it took last time.

ln the meantime, in recognition of the clear relevance

of Guantanamo and Abu Ghraib to our national politi-

cal culture, I encourage arcCl readers to pledge not to

design prisons at www.adpsr.org/prisons.

Raphael Sperry, AlA, LEED AB San Francisco,

President, Architects Designers and

Planners for Social Responsibility
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Architectural Review in America

David Gebhard

To respond successfully and creatively to community design review, the architectural ond landscape

architecturol professions rnust become awore of the forces thatlie behind them. Too of.en, members of the

profession tend to respond in the empty phroseology of supposed freedom of imogery, wh.ereos the reality

ofthe situation is usuolly a social, politicol, ond ideological one.

A Unifying Vision

In the late summer of t892, the New York architectural critic Mariana Griswold Van Rensselaer

visited Chicago's World Columbian Exposition, then well along in construction. What interested

her most was not the success or failure of the Beaux Arts Classical imagery but rather what les-

sons the Fair could provide for the planning of American cities. She wrote, 'Anyone of us can

point to good and beautiful buildings in American towns; but can anyone think of a single satis-

factory large group or long perspectivel Beautiful groups, beautiful perspectives, a stupendously

beautiful panorama is what the Fair will show us. It will be the first real objectJesson America

has had in the art of building well on a great scale; and it will show us how, on a smaller but still

sometimes a very large scale, our permanent streets and squares ought to be designed."

The vision of architect-planner Daniel H. Burnham and landscape architect Frederick Law

Olmsted brought about the unification present at the Fair, which offered a unique opportunity

for them to function in a manner foreign to the nineteenth century American laissez-faire scene.

They could play the game of architectural/planning arbitrator, similar to the role played by Baron

Georges Haussmann in the replanning of Paris during the regime of Napoleon III.
As Van Rensselaer had anticipated, the Fair served as an impetus for America's long-term

involvement with the City Beautiful movement. Yet, while a few City Beautiful-inspired civic cen-

ters and other fragments were built across the country during the first four decades of the twen-

tieth century the grand city plans of Burnham and others never came to frllition, due to their

lt e nt
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often prohibitive costs and the array of diffi-
culties posed by the private ownership of land
and buildings. Equally determinant, though,
was the sentiment of clients, their architects,
and a large segment of the public, which
openly embraced a laissez-faire approach to
design. Van Rensselaer's, Burnham's, and oth-

ers' vision of an architecturally unified city
lacked reality, for in the end it did not provide
any acceptable mode of architectural review.

Europe and England could and did impose
such controls via the continued presence
of a leftover feudal bureaucracy that could
operate as architectural/planning arbitrator.
Americans, with their traditional suspicions
of government, found it diflicult to conceive of
granting such authority to an appointed gov-

ernmental bureaucrat or even to elected offi-
cials (though there have in this century been

occasional exceptions, such as Robert Moses of
New York).

Ultimately, the demise of the Beaux Arts-
inspired City Beautiful movement was due,
not to its ideological defeat at the hands of
the Modernist, but to its inability to provide a

workable method of carrying out its ideals. The

typical City Beautiful solution (the creation of
a Fine Arts Commission) might work in the
public arena of Washington, D.C., but it did
not function well in other American cities,
large or small. Such commissions could work
effectively only within the limited public realm
involving groups of governmental buildings
and parks, or on a very small scale with a new
town or suburban development planned and
controlled by private capital.

Planned Communities

Many privately established communities laid
out in the second and third decades at least
initially entailed firm architectural control and
review. In the teens there were the copper min-
ing towns of Ajo (Arizona), Tyrone (New Mex-

ico), and others. During the heady boom days

of the 'zos, Florida witnessed the creation of

many speculative cities, including Opa-Locka,

Boca Raton, and Coral Gables. California expe-

rienced the same phenomenon, with commu-
nities such as Palos Verdes, San Clemente, and

Rancho Santa Fe. Upper middle class subur-
ban residential developments, like St. Francis

Woods and Forest Hills in San Francisco and

Bel Air and Westlake Village in Los Angeles,
accompanied these planned communities and
preceded them in some instances.

These communities began with some
architectural controls. A few developed and
maintained a highly visible review process.
In Palos Verdes, this process specified the
Mediterranean/Spanish Colonial Revival
image-both in gardens and buildings. The
seriousness of the developers of Palos Verdes

appears in the "name-brand" professionals
they involved in the process: the landscape
architect and planner Frederick Law Olmsted,

fr., the planner Charles Cheney, and the archi-
tect Myron Hunt. Generally, these private com-

munities dealt with the need for architectural
review via legal covenants (C C & R's), not by

any action on the part ofa governmental body.

Tourism

Another impetus, which has had a far more last-

ing impact on establishing architectural conkols
and review, has been tourism. In the United
States, tourism brought together two seemingly

unlikely groups in society: those who were ideo-

logically arguing for a romantic, self-conscious

cultivation of regional differences made visible
via planning, landscape architecture, and archi
tecture; and those who had an economic inter-
est in seeing tourism promoted.

The earliest "grand" episode of architec-
ture promoting tourism was in Florida in the
mid-rSSos. The key figure was New York inves-

tor Henry M. Flaglea who through railroad
acquisitions developed the Florida East Coast

Railroad system and commissioned the New
York architectural firm of Carrere & Hastings
to enhance the historic Spanish atmosphere
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of St. Augustine through their designs for two
resort hotels, the Ponce de Leon Hotet (1888)

and the Alcazar (r89o). A few years later, in
1893, the city suffered a severe fire, which
destroyed a large section of its central core.

Regional romanticists joined with the business

community to argue that the city should be
rebuilt entirely along Spanish lines; the basis

of their argument was that an enhancement of
the Hispanic image would entice more winter
visitors to the city.

The real and mythical enhancement of
exotic non-Anglo images developed almost
as early in the American Southwest and in
California. The Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe

Railroad, which traversed New Mexico, Arizo-
na, and Southern California, quickly took over

first the Mission Revival image and later the
Pueblo Revival and the Spanish Colonial Reviv-

al images. Architectural icons of the Southern
Pacific and the Union Pacific railroads even-

tually joined the Santa Fe in this endeavor of
regional salesmanship.

Preservation

An offshoot of this createi regionalism, with
decided implications for architectural controls
and review, was the development of an interest
in historic preservation. The pointedness of
this connective link shows in the early estab-

lishment, in 1894, of the California Landmark
Club, by Charles Lummis (who was the first
editor of Land of Sunshine, the promotional
magazine of the Santa Fe Railroad) and Arthur
B. Benton, the designer of Hispanic resort
hotels such as the r9o3 Mission Inn in Riv-

erside and the rgro Arlington Hotel in Santa

Barbara. Their argument for preserving the
Mission churches and adobes of California was

identical with those for creating Mission Reviv-

al railroad stations and hotels, namely that it
would help to entice visitors to the state.

The close linking of historic preservation

and architectural controls and reviews grew
appreciably in the late rgzos and on into the



r9los. Charleston, South Carolina, initiated its

first ordinance in 1929, and New Orleans cre-

ated its Vieux Carre Commission in 1936. The

rationale for historic preservation eventually

became, especially after 1945, one of the key

arguments for the creation of historic districts.

Their administrators reviewed all proposed

demolitions, modifications, and new develop-

ments. In recent years, historic preservation

commissions have, to a considerable degree,

replaced planning commissions as the prin'
cipal planning body in many communities,

including New York City itself.

Beauty and Character

Before turning our attention to incidents
of official governmental design review, two

added arguments for design controls should

be noted. The first is aesthetic, the "obligation"

of each community to cultivate the beautiful.

The second has to do with the desire of citi-

zens in a community to preserve, not only the

historic flavor ofthe place, but equally its scale

and ambience. Such controls were entailed in

several private developments in the nineteenth

century including Llewellyn Park, New |ersey,

of fi52-53 (Llewellyn Haskell and Alexander

fackson Davis) and Frederick Law Olmsted and

Calvert Vaux's 1868 suburban development of
Riverside, Illinois. With the rapid acceleration

of urbanization and density of development

experienced across much of the American

landscape since 1945, the issue of scale and

present character has often turned out to be

the underlying reason (sometimes stated, often

not) for design review and controls.

The preeminent figure responsible for
establishing the rational and eventually legal

arguments for aesthetic controls was the plan-

ner Charles H. Cheney 9884-19411. Cheney,

a close associate of Olmsted and Olmsted,

was a founder of the American City Planning

Association (r9r7). He wrote the architectural

review legislation for several communities,

including Santa Barbara, Palos Verdes, and

Rancho Santa Fe. \Mithin every master plan

drawn up for a community, he argued, there

should be a section devoted to "architectural

control of all buildings, signs, and physical

appearances. The general architecture, mass,

and appearance ofall buildings, private as well

as public, is essentially a matter of public con-

cern." Cheney, with Newman E Baker, Harold

Beardslee Brainerd, Thomas W. Mackesey, and

Rollin L. McNitt, established the court-tested

abilities for communities to initiate design

review legislation.

Santa Barbara, California

Santa Barbara presents an early, extensive

example of design review. (Others of roughly

the same period, with similarly compelling

historical and geographic settings, include
Nantucket and Santa Fe.) This city plunged

into the design review process in the years

immediately after World War I, with a vision

to develop the whole coastal zone of Santa

Barbara County as a new version of the Medi

terranean coast of Spain. The rationale for this

vision was the region's strong Hispanic inheri'
tance from the early nineteenth century. The

Plan and Planting Cominittee of the Commu-

nity Arts Association (a private organization)

effectively pursued the concept ofthe planned

ciry of limitations on density and the height of
buildings, and of the creation of a single, com-

munity-wide architectural imagery.

The Association realized from the begin-

ning that its first task was to inform and edu-

cate the citizens of the community. They dili
gently pursued the design and construction of
a series of small-scale examples, which could

serve as apt demonstrations of what the city

could look like if the goals of creating a unified

Hispanic city were achieved. Accompanying

these demonstrations were other educational

programs-exhibitions, articles in the local

newspapers and regional journals, and local

and regional competitions.

Simultaneously, the Association engaged
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Cheney to prepare an efiay ofordinances con-

cerned with planning, zorring, and architectur-

al control. Santa Barbara's contingent of archi-

tects, George Washington Smith and others,

was closely involved in their preparation, pro-

viding proposals for plazas and streetscapes.

By 1924, ordinances relating to zoning, build-

ing height, and density of development were in
place. Immediately after the r9z5 earthquake,

the Association prevailed upon the City Coun-

cil to enact the design review ordinance previ-

ously drawn up by Cheney. During the year of
its existence, the Architectural Review Board

set up by the ordinance processed some 2,ooo

building permits.

From the late rgzos through the imme-

diate Post World War II years, architectural

control in Santa Barbara reverted to the pri-

vate Plans and Planting Committee headed

by Pearl Chase. The continuation of Hispanic

imagery during these years illustrates how

effective she and her committee were. With

the renewed press of building activities after

World War II, they prevailed upon the city

in ry49 to institute once again an appointed

architectural review board (eventually placed

within the City Charter). To maintain tight-
er design controls over the downtown area,

Chase and her colleagues induced the City to

establish the Advisory Landmark Committee

(196o), whose major responsibility was to act

as a design review board over the city's central

core. In ry77, this committee was reorganized

and given much more substantial authority to

review all projects in the downtown, El Pueblo

Viejo District.

As early as the late r9zos, it was recog-

nized that planning and review should not

be limited to the City of Santa Barbara alone,

but should eventually encompass the whole

county. In r91r, the suburban community of
Montecito received its historic planning and

review ordinance. In the r95os, Santa Barbara

County became the first county in California to

establish architectural review o
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Desig n Review in Sa n Fra n c isco:

Three
Perspectives

David Prowler, John Schlesinger, AlA,

Owen Kennerly, AIA
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Here's how it's done in San Francisco.

Dauid Prowler

Here's how it's done in San Francisco. The Planning Department staff or the Planning Com-

mission, or even the Board of Supervisors, decides to draw up a new plan for an area. Maybe it's

because there have been too many controversies there, or because it seems like a good idea either

to change or to preserve the character ofthat neighborhood. There is some squabbling about the

boundaries, and then the process of creating a plan begins. The public is invited to give input

at community meetings, given handouts, shown slides, and given a chance to ask questions or

make criticisms. Six months later, the planners come back with a modified version of the original

idea, pass out handouts, show the slides and ask for comments. This gets repeated for a decade.

Or perhaps somebody wants to develop a piece of property. Maybe they hold a community

meeting and present the idea (which is probably pretty far along). Some people like it and drop

out of the process, while opponents rally for a showdown. In the meantime, the Planning Depart-

ment staff cranks up a study of all the environmental damage the proiect could do. Years later

there's a hearing, then appeals.

Average San Franciscans are cut out ofthe process, nobody seems to have a clear idea ofwhat

urban planning can and cannot do, and sometimes it seems that the process itself is the product.

It's not a great system. We can do better.

Why the system doesn't work

It's hard not to notice at community meetings and public hearings that the crowd doesn't look

much like San Francisco. Look around on the bus, in the streets, at clubs and at the grocery store.

Are these the people engaged in the discourse about the future ofour city)

2t



There's a good chance you don't go to
community meetings or hearings either. I
don't blame you. But people do want to be

heard and, believe it or not, we'd have a better
city if they were.

It's easier to see why people don't partici
pate than why they do:
* Irrelevance: Unless their view or parking space

is in danger, most people just don't see what

city planning has to do with their lives. How
would you explain to a single mom in the Ten-

derloin, a teenager in the proiects, a couple

starting to look for a place to buy, or a grocer

what planning can do to make their daily life

better or worsel It's too abstract.
* Inertia: Plans are underway all over the city:

Tieasure Island; Mid-Market; the so-called East-

ern Neighborhoods, which encompass fully z5

percent of the city; Market/Octavia; Transbay.

But they seem never to end.
* Confusion: Most people don't understand that

planning sets guidelines and rules but doesn,t

cause or prevent growth or change, or address

economic or cultural needs. We expect both
too much and too little. Of course, we can,t see

what a plan prevents, because it doesn,t hap-

pen. And we can't really identify what a plan

caused, because the genesis ofany change is so

complex.

* Language and cultural barriers: Not every-

one is comfortable speaking out. Maybe you

don't come from a culture with a tradition
of community meetings and a government

that wants your ideas. Thirty-nine percent of
San Franciscans were born in another coun-

try-more than the number of San Fran-

ciscans born in all of California. And these

immigrants came here for a reason. They
found their previous countries intolerable and

made a decision to leave their roots and move

on. Not to organize or participate in some

political system: to leave. Why expect them
now to try to influence land use decisions?

Maybe your English isn't so great and you

are shy about public speaking-46 percent of
San Franciscans speak a foreign language at

home.

And plenty of San Franciscans are work-

ing hard and have kids at home-they just can,t

slip away for a two.hour meeting of powerpoint

presentation and comments.

Isolation: There is a nationwide decline in
public participation. Used to be, people partici
pated much more in civic life-they routinely
attended PTA meetings, block clubs, League

of Women Voters meetings, labor union meet-

ings, even lodge meetings. Now, even poker is a

solitary activity.

Often, it's the same handful of people at every meet-

ing, saying the same things.

There is a subculture of people who attend
community advisory committee meetings
and hearings, just as there are subcultures of
participants at sex clubs, book clubs, and AA
meetings. We assume that people who join the
planning club are better informed about the
city's issues and care more about the future of
the city. But are they)

People come to community meetings and
hearings for a lot of reasons. Sometimes it,s
to learn and share good ideas, but sometimes
the reasons are a little more obscure. Fear of
change. Issues around control. Racism. feal-
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ousy. Anger. One thing I learned when I was

a planning commissioner: you can't solve psy-

chological problems with land use decisions.

The way we plan now works well for some.

Planning commissioners and elected officials
get to step into the vacuum and make deals.

Consultants get hired as guides. The lengthy
review processes help maintain the status quo.

But meanwhile we have a type of "redlining by
planning." Who could know what can be done
in a neighborhood while the rules are up in
the airl

Not only are these exercises expensive and
lengthy, they also squander the goodwill that
residents have toward planning, burning out
participants and driving away others.

Maybe it's time to step back and ask what
we expect from the public dialogue about
the city. We can create a space to learn from
San Franciscans about the cities thev live and
work in.

I write "cities" because we each experi-
ence the city differently. I have a map of paris

that illustrates this. It has no streets or land-
marks, just the outline of the city and two
colors labeled "J'y vais" and I'y vais pas": I go

here, I don't go there.

The Vietnamese nail salon worker who
lives in the Tenderloin and works in the Rich-
mond, the widow who hasn't left the Sun-
set since I. Magnin closed, the student who
lives at Parkmerced but spends all her time on
Valencia Street, the kid from the projects who
goes to Wallenberg High School, the undocu-
mented dishwasher-each has his or her own
way to use the parts of the city they use, with



little overlap. And each has a different rela-

tionship with the history of San Francisco and

different hopes for the city's future. We can't

weave these narratives together in a meaning'

ful way by starting at the end of the story with

the buildings and the spaces between them.

We need to look not iust at the ways peo'

ple use the city, but also at how they use build-

ings. What is an office in a city where 18 per-

cent of the residents are self-employed and

others work from homel What is a caf6 where

half the customers are working on laptopsl

How to involve such a heterogeneous

crowd in the discoursel
* Don't be afraid of new voices. It's easy to fall

back on the self-identified "leaders," because

they're predictable and easy to find.
* Tiust that out of an open, welcoming environ-

ment some better ideas can come.

* Trust that if ideas come from such an envi-

ronment, they'I1 come with a constituency of

people committed to seeing them through.

And even if it takes longer to get there, the civic

leadership-commissioners, staff, the mayor,

and supervisors-might be a little more 1ike1y

to take stands. Maybe there even would be

fewer appeals at the back end.

* City planning itself needs to be marketed. Show

how planning can be relevant to people's real

lives. Make it iess cumbersome, and show the

value of results to city staffand officials, as weli

as the public.

* Maybe land-use planning shouldn't be done in

a vacuum. Maybe the discourse has to include

crime, culture, jobs, and education all at once.

* Experiment with media. Maybe the dialogue

would be more inclusive by tapping into where
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people rea11y communicate, such as beauty

parlors and laundromats. Maybe planning can

be done with something like bookmobiles. Or

groups of random people invited to talk about

how they use the city, over dinners. Or a store-

front. Maybe we should have an Office of Pub-

lic Involvement helping all city departments,

not iust the Planning Department. Or even iust

hire professional facilitators to look at the goal

of each planning venture and design the right

process for the iob.
* Use the Internet. We plan our vacations online;

keep in touch via e-mail and text messaging;

share our thoughts on biogs; and buy, rent, and

sell on Craig's List. So why do we expect people

to spend afternoons at City Hall waiting for an

item to be called, only to then get iust three

minutes to speak? I get the Planning Commis-

sion calendars online; why not enable people to

click the calendar and comment? Comments

could go to commissioners directly or in digest,

staff could respond, and maybe people could

post responses to each other.

* For people to feel welcome, you've got to speak

their language. And the context has to be cul-

turally comfortable, too. How do groups make

decisions in the Philippines, in Latin America,

or in Chinal It's not enough to use the same

oid "7 p.m. Thursday in the community center/

PowerPoint/question and answer/thanks for

coming/we'll get back to you" format. It doesn't

translate.
* Let's learn from how planning is done in

Europe, Asia, Latin America, and even other

North American cities. It's mind-blowing to

see what pianning has achieved in Berlin, Bar-

celona, or even Portland. This might require
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Valencia Street, SI photos by Raqina Johnson

bridging the gaps between practice, academia,

and groups like SPUR.

Let's be frank and clear about what land-use

planning can and cannot do. It doesn't by itself

create buildings or good iobs. The City is try-

ing to preserve blue-collar jobs by zoning to

prevent housing (it's been characterized as

"zonrng for gold mines and expecting gold").

But how about linking zoning with a strategy to

create these iobs?

Set timelines and develop the discipline to stick

to them. The Giants' new balipark had a dead-

line: Opening Day. It was a challenge, and we

stepped up to it. It was a blessing, too.

Forget about consensus. We're not going to

get it, and too often the planners or the Board

of Supervisors delay decision-making while

waiting for it. But it gets farther away. We need

leadership, not consensus.

Be clear about what is on the table and when a

decision will be made. Make sure people under-

stand the goals and the trade-offs.

Reconsider CEQA. We discuss proiects and

plans within the framework of CEQA, the Cali

fomia Environmental Quality Act, which man-

dates addressing only how much damage a pro-

posal can do to the environment, not how can

it help the city meet goals or help the regional

environment by concentrating growth where

there's infrastructure. Here in San Francisco,

we hold up even small-scale proiects, such as

the 17 residences and retail uses proposed at

the empty lot at rgth and Valencia streets by

the longtime residents and owners of a popular

Mexican restaurant. Really, in a builrup city,

along a transit street where iust about every

other spot is housing over stores, how much



environmental damage could a project like
this do?

The planners should do a better iob ofdifferen-

tiating between those proiects that pose policy

questions for the Planning Commission and

the City and the smaller ones. As it is, single-

family projects with disputes about a few feet

can take up as much staff and commission

energy as high-rises. Most of these disputes

are what're called Discretionary Review cases.

A11 these share one thing: they comply with the

Planning Code roo percent, but some neighbor

is still unhappy. So the Planning Commission

hears the case. We need a better system of tri
age, and we should show some more respect

for the Planning Code and allow projects that

comply to move forward.

We need other venues for working out land-

use disputes and just talking with each other.

Maybe the Community Board has more of a

role to play in working out disputes among

neighbors. Or perhaps there is a need for a

semisocial format where downtown rypes and

Mission tlpes and City Hall types and regular

people who care about the city can get togethel

and have a discussion, and maybe a drink.

The biggest challenge is a cultural one, and

culture is the hardest thing to change. The atti
tudes ofthe San Francisco planning culture:

. Opponents are heroes.

. We can't move forward without consensus.

. A decade is a reasonable amount of time to
produce a plan.

. The voices we hear are sulficiently diverse.

. We are so afraid ofchange that delays, appeals

and meaningless environmental review are

goals in themselves.

I was struck by a description of Italy by
the essayist Beppo Severgnini: "Controllers
and controlled have an unspoken agreement.

You don't change, we don't change, and Italy
doesn't change. But we all complain that we

can't go on like this."
But we are a city of newcomers, who will

inevitably change the culture. It's time to open
the process and be alert to new attitudes about
the city and about change itself.

After all, it's inevitable.

The Language of Design Review

John Schlesinger, AIA

"It's massive, out of scale, and not in character

with the neighborhood," is an all too familiar
rallying cry used by those opposing proposed

projects. Whether or not the proposal deserves

this moniker is incidental. It has become the
opening lunge in a well-choreographed verbal

fencing match, to which we design profession-
als are obligated to parry with a riposte, using
our cache of architectural terms. The language
commonly used in these jousts often employs

familiar phrases that bypass an honest dis-
cussion about the virtues of the design. It
exacerbates the problem when the public and
the design professional define the same terms
differently, resulting in these groups speaking

different languages.

Using "mass," "scale," "character," "neigh-
borhood," "traditional," "contemporary,"
or other words for the sake of an argument
becomes a roadblock to encouraging design
innovation and excellence. In addition to the
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match arena where testimony is given dur-
ing public hearings, we find these phrases in
guidelines that local jurisdictions may publish.
When forhrnate enough to be given the salute,
"it fits in," we are relieved at having passed the
test of design review. At the same time, we are

often perplexed as to whether we have prevailed

as a resuit of our hard work or merely received

a back-handed compliment for endurance.

Who is granted the right to participate
in this conversationl San Francisco does not
follow the format of a singular design review
board, where the primary debate is between
appointed or elected officials and a project
sponsor. Here, everyone gets to play. The City
Charter mandates that any interested party-
be it a neighborhood advisory panel, citywide
interest group, or individual citizen-may
weigh in on the merits of a project. This may
occur well before it reaches a city agency, or
after it has been submitted for formal review
by the planning staff, the Landmarks Advi-
sory Review Board, P1anning, Redevelopment,

or Port Commissions, Board of Appeals, and
Board of Supervisors.

These front-end and back-end design
reviews generate considerable amounts of
exchanges between project sponsors, the pub-
lic, and city officials, some of which are healthy
and some of which are not. The plethora of
review sessions often results in positions, either
in support ofor against a proposal, taking on a

life of their own, like that of a slogan whose

true meaning may have long been forgotten.
The current public review process and

more stringent design controls had their roots

in the late r97os and ultimately reached their



climax in the mid r98os, when a voter revolt

over the surge in building in both the down-

town area and neighborhood districts created

new limitations on development. Changes

to the allowable size of developments and a

more rigorous proiect review process were

implemented.

By the early I99os, AIA San Francisco

realized the need to assist in reducing the

enormous backlog of smaller residential proj-

ects that were being delayed as a result of the

new regulations. The Advisory Design Review

Ponel program provided a pro bono media'

tion service by AIA San Francisco members.

Project sponsors and opposing neighbors met

on neutral ground, discussed points of con-

tention, and were presented recommended

solutions by the panel members. More often

than not, compromises were reached, and the

projects proceeded without further hearings or

delays. As the chair of the first panel and one

of the managers of the program, I recognized

that a prevailing reason for its success was the

use of a common architectural language with-

out terms that would otherwise alienate the

general public, bringing a comfort level to all

participants by operating with similar degrees

of understanding. City Commissioners took

note of this success, embraced the mediation

process and almost always adopted the Advi-

sory Design Review Panel's recommendations.

After a three-year run, the program was can-

celled due to political pressure from those who

felt sidelined by the power of compromise.

Within the last few years, the political cli
mate has changed, and some local officials have

recognized the need to reconsider what criteria

to new and potentially innovative architectural

solutions. By introducing a new vocabulary

to the debate, the level of discourse, at least

among those whose charge it is to rule on the

appropriateness of a project, would perhaps

become more democratic and less vituperative.

My first presentation in February zoo5,

with an introduction by Mayor Newsom

endorsing this effort to the Planning Com-

mission, was followed by trvo additional work-

shops over the next seven months. A narrative

of these presentations may be seen on AIA

San Francisco's web site at http://www.aiasf'

org/ |ob-Resource s / Public-Advocacy.htm.

Two themes organized lhe efforr. Under-

standing Context addressed the need for
expanding the range of approvable design by

using familiar terms in a new way, placing

designs into three general categories: build-

ings that emulate characteristics of their neigh-

bors, those that reinterpre, certain elements of
nearby buildings in a new way, and those that

contrast with their surroundings while main-

taining a high value ofarchitectural and urban

design. Designingfor the Public Realm continued

in the same spirit with larger proiects, while

also addressing urban design issues, such

as density and amenities in the open spaces

between buildings.

With a high level of interest, these work-

immersion helps the willing, but also disen-

franchises those who are not able or interested

in plunging into unknown territory particu'

larly when their verbal skills are put at a disad-

vantage. Incremental steps outlining key objec-

tives, such as citing context and contributions

to the public realm, introduce a more legiti'

mate checklist for project review The true test

will be whether over the next couple of years

there will be a critical mass of participants, be

they project sponsors, the general public, city

staff, or public officials willing to sign up to

talk the talk. En garde!

l,:ili;ir:l li:;,i.:'.1;l i.f'l ! '1''

Owen Kennerly, AIA

We hong the petty thieves and appoint the great

ones to public ffice. - Aesop

Too often, architects feel cast in the role of
the pety thief, lambasted for daring to push

design beyond the conventions of a narrowly

defined context. The most notorious instru-

ment of their suffering is the Design Review

process: that bureaucratic meat-hook com-

monly charged to "protect," "preserve," or

"enhance" neighborhood character and to "dis-

courage" "disruptive" proiects that threaten to

should be used to review architectural designs. shops continue in a variety of ways. The Plan-

Given this opportunity, AIA San Francisco's ning Department has embarked on its own

Public Policy Committee proposed a series of stafftraining program, in which we continue to

design workshops for the Planning Commis- participate. The new definitions we have estab-

sion. The premise for these presentations was lished for emulate, reinterpret, and contrasthave

simple: Without new methods of evaluating a entered San Francisco's design review lexicon.

proposed project, the City remains risk-averse As with any new language, complete
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left to right: private residence, Ross, Santos Prescott &

Associates, photo by J.D. Peterson, Elephant Pharmacy,

Berkeley, Kava Massih Architects, photo by Max lvlorales;

The Sierra, 0akland, Kava Massih Architects, 14th & Guerrero,

Kennerly Architecture and Planning, photo by Matthew Millman;

Nob Hlll project, Kennerly Strong Architecture, rendering

courtesy of the architect.

erode the fabric of community identity or the
natural environment.

To the Optimist, these intentions are civic
and noble in their quest to elevate the quality
of the built environment. To the Cynic, Design
Review constitutes an act ofaggression on the

equal rights ofexpression and property. Worse
still, the ambiguity of its purpose enables the
Design Review process to be co-opted by those

seeking to obstruct, extort, or otherwise take

control over forces they perceive to be not in
their interest. In this context, design is the last
thing Design Review is about.

So the question remains: Can Design
Review, by its very nature, accommodate the
visionary or even the benignly different) Or is
it, at best, a blunt instrument to stop the very
badl The answer, of course, depends on the
people involved.

What follows are specific examples in
which the Design Review process enabled the
path to a successful design project. The cases

presented offer a range of building types and
settings and include the following: a single
family house remodel in the town of Ross
in Marin County, a commercial rehabilita-
tion and addition in Berkeley, and mixed-use
urban infill in San Francisco. These cases

share common aspects of their design review
processes:

r. That the intentions of the process and those

implementing it are indeed noble-i.e., not
manifesting ulterior motives or agendas. In
each case, there are no stylistic prescriptions

enforced, while each asserts the protection of
neighborhood character as its primary goal. Of
the three, Ross is exceptional in that the protec-

2.

tion ofenvironmental resources is also cited as

a specific purpose.

That those charged with its implementation are

thoughtful listeners and, by way of education

or interest, embody an informed and nuanced

perspective on design issues.

That the specifics of the process itself allow
for active dialogue with these individuals in
which their role is not unlike that ofa good cli
ent--one who brings specific needs and values

to the table whiie recognizing the expertise of
the design professional and his or her ability to

create a solution that would not otherwise have

been considered.

Recognizing the symptoms of these aspects-
or lack thereof-in advance can help the archi
tect and client strategize the way forward.

What is a successful design project?

Beyond meeting the client's budget or appeas-

ing the bureaucrats, a successful design proj-
ect in this context is one that reconciles the
perceived opposites of individual expression
and collective identity. It is a project that allows
the possibility of the unknown to change
perception and to expand the idea of beauty
in the context of a beloved community. A tall
order, indeed.

A House in Ross

Santos Prescott & Associates were engaged
by the new owners to rescue a grand shingle-
style mansion from r97os "improvements"
and to deliver the building stylishly into the
2rst century. What from the start constituted
careful interventions to open up circulation

z6

and to craft an elegant new glass and steel
stair tower ran straight into concerns from
the Ross Design Review Board about historic
assets, suitable materials, and a clash of styles.

Through a process of discussion and nego-
tiation, what resulted is a project neither town
officials, architects, nor clients could have fore-
seen: a blend ofthe old and new in which each

is heightened by the other. The glass entry and
stair tower was softened with a veil of cedar
louvers-scaled to match the shingle cours-
ing and providing needed protection from
the western sun. The window material, entry
stairs, and related landscaping all contribute
to the final effect and were heartily supported
by the Design Review Board. Project archi-
tect Bruce Prescott attributes the success of
the process to the initiative and candor of the
Town Planner, Gary Broad: "Because Gary
understood the issues likely to be raised by

Design Revieq the team was able to engage in
a productive dialogue to maintain the design
intent while satisfying the town's standards."
Lessons Prescott took away from the process

include "working with staff before the meeting
to ensure issues are understood and to keep

design flexibility to allow additional changes."

Elephant Pharmacy

It always helps when the subject building to be

remodeled is a dog. But in Berkeley, nothing
comes easy, for below the tattered '7os skin of
the Copeland's sporting goods store on Shat-

tuck Avenue lurked a Mission Style market
waiting to be liberated. Kava Massih Archi-
tects, working closely with Anne Burns of
Berkeley's Design Review Committee, crafted
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a refined and elegant hybrid that at once recon-

ciled the historic concerns of the city with the

progressive image sought after by the client.

The architect understood-either intuitively

or explicitly-that the restoration of the build-

ing's prior identity as embodied in its barrel

tile roofwould balance the bold glass and steel

faEade inserted below. In the end, according to

Kava Massih, "Anne didn't superimpose her

own likes and dislikes on the project." She

did, however, communicate the design intent

to the staff committee and returned with feed-

back requiring that the faEade be more articu-

lated. Cedar display vitrines and glazing stops

were integrated into the steel system, while a

modern entry trellis at either end of the build-

ing and a glass and timber porch along the

south bridged the stylistic gap with obvious

but unsentimental references to Berkeley's

Craftsman Style heritage. Other Kava Massih

prolects, such as the Sierra in Oakland's fack
London Square district have survived heavy

scrutiny because the individuals charged with

reviewing the design were fans of the archi-

tect's work to begin with. "lt's not easy when

you're Morrisey and they want you to sing like

Frank Sinatra . . . . If they like your work, that's

half the battle."

lnfill Housing in San Francisco

'A single building out of context with its sunound-

ings can be disruptive to the neighborhood charac-

ter ond to the irnage of the city as a whole."

Such is the call to arms in the San Francisco

Residential Design Guidelines. Most of San

Francisco does not have a formal Design

Review process as described above. Instead,

staff planners, concerned neighbors, commis-

sioners, and supewisors weigh in with respect

to the ambiguous intents and prescriptions of
the Design Guidelines. The guidelines have

been criticized for promoting the simplistic

mimicry of neighboring structures. The lan'
guage hasn't changed much over the years, but

the diagrams and drawings within have been

updated to allow for stylistic diversity while

the definitions of "context" have grown richer,

acknowledging "neighborhoods of mixed char-

acter." Our recent infill work in San Fran-

cisco owes a lot to the growing sophistication

of the planning staff, led by Commissioner

Dean Macris. In addition to the pioneering

r99os work of architects Stanley Saitowitz,

David Baker, and Tanner, Leddy, Maytum &
Stacy, much of the planning staff is hip to

quality contemporary infill in cities like Van-

couver, Amsterdam, Chicago, and New York.

As a result, we are no longer subjected to hard-

boiled interpretations of the Design Guidelines

in which every project gets distilled to an insipid

collage of its neighbors.

Two recent examples-one built and the

other iust starting construction-are a mixed-

use building at r4th & Guerrero Streets and a

new, eight-unit infill building on Nob Hill. The

Guerrero Street project went through the plan-

ning process virtually unopposed. Working

with staff planner Matt Snyder, we derived an

assertively modern vocabulary from a quintes-

sentially San Francisco syntax. Key elements

for staff support included the gracious retail

frontage and corner entry (enabled by a loop-

hole in the code that allows the required rear
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yard to be used as a driveway); and the cor-

rugated copper cladding for the corner was

enthusiastically supported. The ubiquitous bay

window was here interpreted as a boomerang

volume that flexes over the property line within
the prescribed bay window envelope.

The Nob Hill project was put through its

paces, however, as we went before the Plan-

ning Commission for conditional use approval

as well as two variances. When challenged

directly by a commissioner about the project's

decidedly modern design, I cited the Design

Guidelines' reference to mixed neighborhood

character, which begs the question ofhow best

to "fit in" with a context that includes Brutal-

ist high-rises, stucco Victorians, and the Ter-

ragni-esque Masonic Auditorium. The ensuing

discussion among the commissioners and

Zoning Administrator Larry Badiner centered

on the purpose of the Design Guidelines to

distill qualities ofscale, proportion, access, and

material and not to prescribe style. We received

unanimous approval. o
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The Ard h itectu re
of Patronage, Part ll:

The Rise of the Anti-Patron

Mitchell Schwarzer
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The modernist avant garde project fell apart for the same reason it had come into existence-an

inevitable compulsion to challenge any and all authority. The opposition of artists and architects

' to industrial capitalism was based on the fiction oftheir possessing higher insight into the reality

of modern times, and their assumption of the mantle of truthful cultural transformation from

the business and political elites, their onetime patrons. Avant garde artists and architects had

sought to become their own patrons, followers of their solo imaginations and magnetic dreams-

capes. But, as the times wore on, it became apparent that there was no way to deny such insights

to others. Inasmuch as the avant garde edifice was built upon the unique perceptions of the artist

or architect, its goal was an emancipation of perception for everyone. This liberation had to be

part of a broader liberation of humanity, one that in turn would submerge the avant garde.

The permanent youth rebellion begun in the l95os in the United States (through such mass-

media rebels as fames Dean, Marlon Brando, and Elvis Presley) contains at its core key notions

of the avant garde and the bohemian. Later, in the civii rights and student movements and coun-

terculture of the 196os, opposition and rebellion became a mass phenomenon. Terms like "the

establishment" or "the system" came to represent the "other" of popular avant gardism-the little

boring man in a gray flannel suit, the cracker riding with a shotgun on a southern road.

By the late r97os and early r98os, however, things became less black and white. Opposition

began to point here, there, and everywhere. Amid the woman's-, gay-, disabled-, elderly-, animal-,

environmental-, and men's-rights movements, insurrection was mainstreamed. It was not long

afterward that it was commodified.

Over the past fifteen years, in an era when Marx and Malcolm are out of vogue and DeCaprio

and Xena brushstroke the nation's youth culture, big business is acutely aware that bohemian

rumples and avant garde insurrection sells. A commercial for Miller Beer features shelled hip'

sters in a sub-normal, basketball suburbia grooving to the music of tasteless beer. The Gap tells
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us that since Kerouac and Cassidy wore khakis,

their intoxications and ramblings can be zipped

into ours. Nike advertises athletic shoes through
juxtapositions of alienation and otherness that
are the perverse legacy of Dali and Beuys.

And Apple Computers, in the most famous
television commercial of all time, acquired
cyber-coolness by smashing the Goliath of big
brother; somehow, if you use a Macintosh you

will think differently.

But have industrialists gained the upper
hand in the arts? Are the art and architectural
worlds now led by the titans of Disney, IBM,
and McDonalds) Are billionaires like Larry
Ellison and Bill Gates commissioning cutting-
edge works of architecturel With few excep-

tions, the answer is no. Corporate sponsorship
of the arts has not replaced the one-to-one
relationship between patron and artist that
existed before the avant garde rebellion. That
earlier relationship had created an urbane and
humanistic culture in the West, a set of works
of art and architecture that were able to rep-

resent their societies precisely because those
societies were more homogeneous, hierarchi-
cal, and far less pluralistic. Current arts and

architectural patrons generally have much nar-

rower ambitions and much more compiex sce-

The promotion of excess has invoked excessive intervention into the works of artists and

architects. Avant garde opp0sition to middle-class entitlement has become public opposition

against any and all privilege, including that of artistic and architectural experiment.

narios to contend with: including the rainbow
of people excluded from the earlier white-male
embrace of patron and artist.

Today, patrons like the Medici or even

the Carnegies are rare, almost impossible.
Business decisions are no longer the product
of a single voice or family, one working long-
term in the same place to produce a consistent
product. Patrons in that old sense had sought
immortality in beautiful art and redemption
through majestic works of architecture. Old-
style mercantile and later industrial patronage

implied an admission of guilt in contributing
to society's problems and a large measure of
responsibility for fixing them. By contrast,
today's service- and information-oriented econ-

omy admits no guilt and takes scant responsi-

bility. The buzz from these industries is super-

ficial hipness. Since companies seek almost
nothing but profits and utility, why would they

deeply invest in beauty and pleasurel Contem-
porary business looks at art from the point of
view of sponsorship, not patronage. Compa-

nies are interested in how architecture and art
can help sales, and yet what sells is determined
most by market research. The visual arts are

icing on a greenback cake.

The idea ofeither patron or artist as guide

to society's future is anachronistic. Neither
has the upper hand in dictating the nature of
reality. Both are caught alike in a web ofoppo-
sition and rebellion. It's almost as if art and

architecture have entered a neo-Middle Ages.

Alongside the commodification of avant

garde rebellion and the transformation of
patronage into sponsorship is a repudiation of
avant garde creation, privilege, and freedom.
Within the art and architectural worlds, the
now-historical avant garde has been attacked

as institution. Outside, artists and architects
are opposed by the emergence of a curious
anti-avant garde-the critical public, composed

of hypersensitive viewers, over-users, nosy
neighbors, all-too-special interest groups, and

endlessly-proliferating lawyers. A century of
celebration of marginality has opened the gates

for an assault from the margins. The promo-
tion of excess has invoked excessive interven-
tion into the works of artists and architects.
Avant garde opposition to middle-class entitle-
ment has become public opposition against
any and all privilege, including that of artistic
and architectural experiment.

Nowadays, bold and radical plans are sus-

pect. Grand designs to refashion urban move-

ment, audacious sculpfures to reconceive pub-
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lic space, and all manner of artistic schemes to
reorient or disorient perception are combatted
and squelched by coalitions whose unity is
based on mortared oppositional conscious-
ness. In a world where everyone,s a potential
patron or artist, critical avant garde concepts
like progress and originality are upended rgo
degrees. The new tired buzzwords are context,
convention, and community. The anti-patron
has arrived.

Anti-patrons do not generaliy commission
art or architecture. Instead, they throw design
guidelines and lawsuits in the path of change.
Ior a new museum to get built, for a bridge to
be designed, or for an outdoor sculpture to be
installed, it must run a steeplechase of interest
groups and weightless bureaucracies. Art and
architecture are subject to review and redesign
by committees, public meetings, as well as
opinion polls. The nation,s patron, the Nation-
ai Endowment for the Arts, is more famous for
the attacks mounted against radical art than
for its paltry financial support of art. Even at
the new Getty Center in Los Angeles, epitome
of old-time patronage, neighborhood grorp,
forced changes in building massing 

"rd th"
color of cladding materials. Why should the
reflected glare ofart ruin anyone,s afternoon at

the backyard swimming pool?
Over the past quarter-century, the once

selfcontained relationship of artist and patron
has been riven by pluralistic and confronta-
tional cross currents. The arts are understood
less as a foundation or critique of reality than
as an immersion within reality,s fractured exis_
tence and polarizing eccentricities. Thus, while
visual artists no longer represent dominant
societal interests, as they did during the great
age of artistic patronage, they can no longer
claim exclusivity in confronting those inter-
ests. It's hard to be spectacularly oppositional
when the numbed gloss of combat holds court
on the Jerry Springer show and the Kenneth
Starr inquisition.

Who, then, has an oppositional voice
todayl Can criticai insights be heard in a sea of
shouting individualsl Are avant garde move_
ments pass6l Must art and architecture find
new directions, apart from the accomplice of
patrons or the antagonism ofthe avant gardes)

A future that seems inescapable is ongo-
ing artistic confrontation with mass ,o.i"1y.
But because the arts can no longer be detached
from overall cultural production, because art-
ists and architects are knotted with sponsors
and critics and viewers, this confrontation will

be diflerent from those of the past. It will not
be a pure, heroic struggle for utopia. Instead,
it will take place increasingly on a flat, clich6-
ridden terrain, one that is less metaphysical
landscape than metatextual mediascape. After
ali, the eariier axes between artist and patron
or artist vs. society have muitiplied into swarm_
ing vectors. The world is gray and stained.
The ragged constellations of the mass con_
sumer and culture industry are now the insuf_
ferable yet inseparable relationship for art
and architecture.

In Eariy Modern Europe, in the epoch of
patonage, the visual arts became an open sys-
tem, a set of journeys toward beauty reasoned
atop a changing worid. Later, in the age ofthe
avant garde, the traces of this system released
other trajectories that obliterated their own
foundations and contours as they exploded
toward new insights. For the future, it would
be naive to think that anyone could turn down
the heat generated by centuries of such activ-
ity. Enmeshed in the diversity and contradic_
tion that are the postmodern condition, art
and architecture are perpetually boiling over,
regardless ofwho pays the heating bill. o
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Confessions of a Desig Rev iewe r:

Ten Guidelines for
Coming Out
as an Architect

Wendy Kohn

; I lSfll
opposite: llustl'

First, let me admit that my appointment to the Lower Downtown Design and Demolition Review

Board of Denver, Colorado was, at least initially, like going undercover. Having faced Review

Boards myself--designs and ego up there on the dartboard of public review-l iumped at the

opportunity to take a seat on the other side ofthe table. I would adopt a persona befitting a city

commissioner, keep my architectural allegiance to myself, and learn al1 the secrets to keeping

one's best design work intact through a public review process.

The LDDDRB meets for the mandatory review of 2oo sq. ft. penthouse pop-uPs, the adap-

tive reuse of existing Igoos-era industrial warehouses, and the new construction of mjxed-use

buildings on huge 266- by 4oo-foot city biocks. The review is intended to safeguard and guide

the development of one of the most extensive warehouse districts in the country' Nothing can be

buiit in Lower Downtown Denver without this Board's approval

I listened respectfully behind my name sign for the first severai meetings, as the aPProval of

truiy horrific building designs stumbled over minute detaiis' iike the material exPression of the

driveway bollards. lnteresting contemporary gestures were universally mocked as "totallY incom-

patible" with the historic context. Architects were cut off mid-sentence with "we reallY must

move on." I began having grad school flashbacks. Members of the public' usuail.v the neighbors,

read rePetitive arguments over increased traffic and blocked views' "This is reaiit'v'" I kept telling

myseif. "This is 1'our chance to argue lor design, for diversity, for cities'" But something
good

blocked mY arguments inside m.v head and theY expressed themselves pubiicl,v only as hot red

cheeks and swea: Pouring from m1'temPles. as I was later, embarrassingli', toid'

I was amazed to observe that no one tn the room was imPartial ; in each meeting, every

single speaker had an agenda' Citl staff r,r.anted the Board to uPhold their internal review and

definitivelY to address anY controversial item. DeveioPers, for whom timeframe was fundamen'

tal, wanted

)3
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roadblocks to slow down construction. Indi-
vidual Board members' agendas ranged from
actively promoting "olde tyme" architecture,
to consistently preventing any explicit design
critique or advice (which might be construed
as a "hint" to the architects) from entering the
record. And the public looked to the Board to
keep their neighborhood exactly as it 1ooked
right now, outside the boardroom window

As I began to comment, I realized that
I had an agenda too. This meant I couldn,t
keep my cover, forced me to come out. Like the
architect applicants across the table, I needed
to be able to talk about architecture as a pro_ I

ponent of the power of design and invention,
without being dismissed as grandiose, ethe-
real, or naive.

I was fascinated by the additive effect of

promote an enriched and vital urban life for
this neighborhood 5o to roo years into the
futurel

Often, initially, I was chided by other
Board members "W'e are not here to discuss
philosophy." It took some time for me to figure

I out how without burying all the passion, imag-
ination, and persistence architecture practice
breeds in us, to respond to such objections.

, But the ongoing melee of architectural pre-
I sentations and their dissection by the Design
, Review Board finally led me to a conviction.

; The key to facing design review as an
I architect, from either side ofthe tablel Learn
I how to be an architect in public. It can require

different techniques from the work of making
buildings, giving lectures and presentations,
wooing and working with clients. By the time
I finished my term, I looked forward to design
review meetings as intensely meaningful, col-
legiai, and powerful discussions of what I most
care about: shaping our constructed environ-
ment. And I seriousjv respected mr colleagues
on the Board.

Here are my top ren guidelines tbr coitr_
ing out as an architect in the public reair.:: ..ri
design review:

be responsible for approving yowr parti,
neighborhood residents and at-large mem-
bers often sit on review boards, and they
don't feei especially confident with design-

speak. Don't waste good wiil by making
your audience work too hard to understand
you. Your goal should be to talk architecture
in piain language. (It might help to pretend
you haven't been to design school.)

2. Slirt(' rorrr dr:srgit tirtt.lttrol :ruti prilirplr,s
(,rtl\, ()n. At best, the design review process

can be collaborative; at worst, adversarial and

contentious. One of the greatest pitfalls is
the Board's rejection of fundamental design

assumptions late in the design process.

The most successful approval I witnessed

won universal buy-in from the Board at the

very first meeting. The architects outlined
their anaiysis ofthe site and design issues,

presented their basic diagram as a direct
response to this analysis, and asked the
Board to comment on their ,,reading,, 

of the
city. Throughout the ensuing review ses_
sions, Board nrenrbers evaluated the design
development tbr its faith to the initial prin_
ciples-just as Jid the architects.

the Board's decisions: we were incremental
urban designers. Although the design guide-
lines explicitly stated that no single decision
could be cited as precedent for futLrre deci-
sions, it was clear that if our decisions s.ere
haphazard, the city,s most active and valuable
historic precinct would become a iumble.

Therefore, my agenda was to broadlv
construe the idea of ,,compatibility" 

(whic;
appeared in the design guidelines like a ner_
vous tic, even several times a sentence). I r r
considered every submittal for its ..ro,rrdirg
effect on the shape ofthe city. Does this aesigi

\\,:rtch r,our :: you risk alienating
your audience merely by using the $ ord
"parti." While a Design Review Board mav

3
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I rarely made a motion that hadn't been
influenced by the arguments presented.

And remember: Past performance doesn't
guarantee fulure results. It's not the stock

market, but the Board's focus does shift
based upon the previous meeting, politick-

ing in-between meetings, political currents
in the city at-large, financial pressures from
developers and public agencies, an empty
coffee mug, or a rumbling stomach.

4. I t ., t': t, ' i r, .r -,: I t., Your presentation should
lead with a clear statement of what approv-

als you are seeking in that session, what
guidelines you have identified as applicable

to that design scope, and where you are ask-

ing the Board for interpretation or excep-

tions. You stand to gain from a focused
discussion, initiated by you.

!. 11,.rrtL i i,i rr lir.r :... Practicemakingthebig,
important points in the time specified. Once

time's up, do not go on. Courtesy goes a

long way during long meetings. If limits are

unstated, confer with ciW staffin advance.

6. t ., r, , ,, r Last-minute
"updates" of the work you've already put
before the committee often backfire. Board

members and city staff have studied your
submittal carefully, or at least have tried to

digest it quickly during your presentation. A
freak blizzard of design information disori-
ents everyone-and looks like a snow iob.

7. : Most guideline

documents display all the literary tricks of
classical poetry. Read them for metaphor,
paradox, tautology, and innuendo. You
should know the sections applicable to your

design submittal-and the opportunities for
interpretation-better than the review board

when you present your work.

8. 1r,,i, , t,ir:,. ii , ,.i ,i,,,,, , Make drawings
that specifically address the guidelines, and

clearly identify how your design conforms
and where you are asking the Board to
grant exceptions. Make diagrams and other
drawings to highlight conformance to rel-
evant regulations. It is tempting to down-
play what you foresee as the sticking points.
But if you try to camouflage the issues,
you'Il appear untrustworthy. If you do slip
something by the Board, at best you risk
costing your client in delays when the over-

sight is caught later; at worst, you risk the

great expense and hassie of a rescinded or
appealed approval.

!. ( ,,i1;L , L..,ilr .i l,.l ,rtL,t . Seek an adVanCe

meeting with city staff to review your pro-

posed design direction, identify applicabie
design guidelines, and flag potential zoning
issues. In most cases, city staff can give you

an extremely accurate sense of where to
place your effort in preparing for the review

process.

It's also a good idea to attend at least one

Board meeting prior to your first submittal.
See what the Board is currently focusing
on; appraise the most effective presenta-

tion methods for the space, room size, and

attention spans; observe the nature ofBoard
discussion and questions put to applicants.

19.1.,, ;1, , . ; r irr,,! !.: It can be arduous and

annoying, but in most cases design review

is an honest attempt to improve the qual-

ity of the places we design and inhabit. It
requires a partnership between the appli-
cant and the Board, and the respect you

show your potential partners will likely be

reciprocated. Do the Board the courtesy of
making a polished, professional presenta-

tion. Do yourself the courtesy of rehears-

ing the review session and preparing your
responses to predictable criticisms. Ideally,

design review will not be design defense,

but an extended work session with an
expanded client group-the public. o
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The Ultimate Design Review Process

Kenneth Caldwell
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Sylvia Kwan, one of thefounders of the San Francisco-basedfrm Kwan Henmi Architects,was spotted

by casting agents for the television shop Survivor in a Los Angeles restaurant. Although she scofied. at
the idea when frst approached, her family convinced her to try out. Building an elaborate structure was

part of the show, but the design review process wasnt especially dfficult. Indeed, her expertise at lead-
ing the process may have resulted in her early departure from the show. ln thot way, reality TV doesn't

reward leadership. Nevertheless, she doesn't regret the decision to participate. We sat down with her to

relive sorne of her expeiences and see what lessons there might be for architects and everybod,y else.

arcCA: lt's fairly unusual for architects to be on television. We've seen them portrayed just a few times in sitcoms;

Mr Ed and The Brady Bunch come to mind. You were the f irst architect on Survivor right? You were represent-

ing a profession of well over a hundred thousand to some twenty million viewers. How do you think you came off?

Sytvia (taran: Some of the other contestants said I was bossy, but I think I expressed leader-
ship skills when they were needed, which was what it took to get the village built so the whole
enterprise could begin. In a very basic way, I think I showed that architects can organize people
around a good cause.

arcCA: What was your role in building the shelter, and what did you change?

Syivta hr^ran: Normally, the architect creates the site plan, develops the program, and designs
the building' In this case, the drawings that we received were pretty much working drawings.
They had the site plan, floor plans, roofplan, and kind ofa structural plan.

Someone said, "Oh, well, Sylvia's an architect"-and I said, "Yeah, I'11 take a look at the plans.,'
And then I said, "lt's fine that I'm an architect, but are there any contractors out therel" Because
we had iust met, remember. And that's when Gary Papa Smurf, raised his hand. And he said, ,.Oh

yes, I'm in construction." What you didn't see on the show was that he told me he hated architects.

)7



arcCA: An auspicious beginning. The theme of this

issue is design review. Can you comment on that in

relation to building the shelter?

Svlvi,, h.r';.li: I began pacing the site to mea-

sure it. The site plan showed that the shelter

should be right at the mouth of the cave. We

walked around and realized that the mouth of
the cave probably was solid rock, and that's

when we decided that we had to move the shel-

ter away from the cave in order to get the sup-

porting poles in the ground. We didn't know

whether we had to adhere strictly to the set of
plans, so I was nervous about the change. It
turned out that there were a number of mis-

takes throughout the set ofplans that required

changes.

arccA: So one of the first things you did was make a

site adaptation! What other changes did you make?

.!,,,ivia liv.,,,rr. The kitchen didn't work where

they had put it. It was a good reminder to really

study a site and spend time with it. I changed

the kitchen location, but I set it-you now

know my favorite word-orthogonally. I was

really teased for that. I set it in a very symmetri-

cal pattern around a central courtyard. The fire

pit was built in the wrong piace and we moved

that. I kept thinking, "Maybe they are going to

grade us on how beautiful this village is."

arcCA: You're kidding.

!,ylriia (r^rar. For example, there were palm

fronds that were already knit together for the

roof. There were no directions that told us one

thing or another. The only clear instructions

were, "If you don't finish this village, the game

will not start."

I reviewed the drawings for a number of

things. Number one, where was the prevail-

ing wind coming froml That's one of the first

things that you have to know in an isiand

environment, is that the prevailing wind is a

big factor in comfort or total discomfort. So I

checked the tops of the trees and the way the

palm trees were bending. I wanted to make

sure that the sheiter roofline responded to the

direction of the prevailing wind to protect us

from wind and rain.

The second thing I checked was the direc-

tion of the sun and how it would come from

morning to afternoon, to make sure that the

shelter was going to be in shade during the

hot parts of the day, and then in the evening

the breezes would come through and cool it.

The third thing I checked was that it was very

important for the sheiter to be level. And thank

God, they gave us a level.

arcCA: Did your fellow tribespeople get into reviewing

the design?

lvirie (',v.,tr Since oniy a few of us knew

anything about buiiding, no. But there were

some suggestions about things that we could

add to the design to make life more pleasant.

For example, we added two horizontal

ropes that were used for a clothesline and also

some nails to hang things on, but I had to

remind them to place them above eye level so

they didn't hurt themselves. In that way, it was

similar to reality. The architect figures out the

idea and the design review process influences

; the details.

arcCA: Looking back, do you see yourself then as the

leader of that effort, and was that maybe a negative

thing in the context of the game?

jylvr,i (rr;an: I learned that what it takes to

be a good architect is not the same as what

it takes to win a reality TV show and end up

being the final survivor.

arcCA: So, the very characteristic that has allowed you

to succeed in practice is something that maybe isn't

valued in entertainment. Can y0u talk a little more

about reality versus a reality show?

!,,r'.r.r 1(,,,,.rir. A11 the things that matter in
real life and that distinguish you and make

you a special person, whether you're a natural

leader or you're talented or you're respected

for whatever you do, or you're older and maybe

wiser, all those things don't matter as soon as

you pass through the 'Alice in Wonderland"

door of Survivor. Suddenly all of those things

can become a liabiiity.

arccA: What did you do to prepare for the reality of

this non-reality?

5\ii,.;ia i,,,rar:l trained a couple of times with

a Boy Scout troop ieader to learn how to build

shelters, how to lash poles with vines, how to

start a fire, and how to identify what's edible

and what's poisonous.

arccA: You did this on your own?

',;i,:1, ,ruru. Yes. I was prepared for a much

more rudimentary kind of shelter. My husband

Denis was also a Boy Scout, and he taught me

a lot. We actually built a half-scale model of a

sheiter on our front lawn. I felt confident that

I knew how to build a shelter. But of course,

I got there and all that was out the window

because ofthe plans they gave us.
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It sounds sort of hokey, but after we finished the shelter, people beqan to sing

That reminds y0u abOUt the power of architecture, even humble architecture.

change or influence a broader public perception of

arc h itects?

Syivia (vran: I think if you look at the show

that I did at Survivor Live, you will hear )eff
Probst, the Survivor host, say something com-

plimentary like, "I cannot think of a single sur-

vivor that's had more influence at the begin-

ning of a show-to get the show rolling-than
Sylvia did because ofher experience and exper-

tise as an architect, to build this very compli-

cated shelter and vil1age." I think the public

can take away different things from this show.

Architects can be practical, they can exhibit

leadership, and some of them are women.

arcCA: I think most people understand that architects

are involved in aesthetic decisions in designing the

building environment. But what else do you think you

showed?

on a piece of paper and make it a three-dimen'

sional reality, something that looks good, is

structurally sound, and protects you. One of
the best things about this particuiar season

is that it shows a real architect doing a real

project instead of the faux architects you see

in movies and on TV. A realistic portrayal of
an architect in popular culture has finaIIy been

made, albeit by accident.

arcCA: What was your biggest personal challenge?

Sylvia Kwan: Learning to swim. When the

casting people approached me in a Los Ange'

les restaurant, I said, "No, I can't even swim."

I took lessons, but I really learned when I fell

in the ocean because our raft capsized. That

was before the show actually began, when they

were taking footage ofus paddling around the

islands. I actually felt exhilarated, because I

didn't panic and was able to swim safely over

to the larger boat.

arcCA: How has being on this show influenced your

practice?

Sylvia Kwan: It's a great way to connect.

Many of my o1d clients are eager to talk to me

and find out what it was really like. I think our

clients are fascinated by how architecture really

played a role in this event. I've been asked to

speak at a professional conference on the topic

of building alliances. Isn't that funny? I think

fa1ls into place, we will pursue it' One way that

the show changed me, and in turn the practice,

is that now I know not to fight so hard. You

know if something isn't meant to be, it's not

meant to be. I used to knock my head against

the wall. If it is a square peg in a round hole

and you can't make it fit. move on, or re-engi

neer it later after a hiatus and everybody can

take a breather.

arcCA: How did going away for seven weeks

affect your firml

Sylvia (lvan: The absence continued some-

thing that the firm had already begun. If I had

been the CEO, like I used to be, it would have

been impossible. We are in the process of tran-

sition and making new partners. This was a

great opportunity for them to take care oftheir
market area without me hovering around as

the go-to person.

arccA: S0, it was a good thing in terms of succession.

Sylvia (wan: )ust like me learning to swim.

arccA: What else did you find out about yourself?

Sylvia [.wan: What I took for granted as pos'

itive traits maybe aren't necessarily all they're

cracked up to be. Those traits don't benefit you

necessarily on a show like this. I found that

I could not be deceitful, even though I said I

could be for the show. After the second epi-

sode aired, my son called me and said, "Mom,

my friends and I were saying how clueless you

were." And by that he really meant guileless.

Before this show, my idea of camping was

to visit our friend's rustic ranch and stay at the

nearest inn. I found out that if I am ever on

a deserted island, I probably could survive. I

could find food. I could make a fire. I can build

a shelter. That kind of knowledge has given me

a whole other kind ofconfidence.

arcCA: Even though you got voted off after the third

episode, tell us about a positive moment.

S;rivia iiwan: It sounds sort of hokey, but

after we finished the shelter, people began to

sing. That reminds you about the power of
architecture, even humble architecture. o

Sylvia Kwan: In one way it gets back to some of the aspects of the show that are not

basics: health, safety, and welfare. Even in a like reality nevertheless actually underscore

strange environment llke Survivor, those fac- what is important in practice now. We have

tors come into play. to be ailied with contractors from the outset,

I think that viewers are going to get that whether it is design/build, CM at risk, or nego-

an architect is an organized person who has tiated bid. When I see a logical alliance that's

the ability to visualize. We can put something going to make total sense, and everything iust
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Sand Hill Road:

Fr*p*nty V*lu*s
end Archit*ctur*tr
C*ntr*ls

Tim Culvahouse, FAIA

Elsewhere in this issue, historian David Gebhard describes how the
appreciation of aesthetic character and historically significant environ-
ments led to the rise of design review in America, and the role that tour-
ism played in that rise. Yet tourism is only one kind ofattraction to built
places. The Sand Hill Road Corridor in Menlo park and palo Alto is the
epitome of another: the attraction of businesses to supportive environ-
ments. Design review plays an important role in the development of
such environments-and their economic value.

Menlo Park and Palo Alto have distinct zoning regulations but
similar architectural controls for commercial properties along Sand Hill
Road. In Menlo Park, these properties, continuously adjacent to resi-
dential areas, have, practically speaking, no permitted uses. All allow-
abie uses-professional, administrative, and executive offices; research
and development facilities; and convalescent homes-are conditional,
requiring a use permit. Development regulations are strict, allowing
structures to cover at most 20 percent of the site, with no less than

Jo percent of the site landscaped. Building height is limited to 35 feet,
with a floor area ratio (FAR) of only z5 percent. Additional regulations
may be required at the discretion of the planning Commission. In palo

Alto, zoning itself is much less restrictive. For example, the Community
Commercial district that includes the Stanford Shopping Center has the
Shopping Center itself capped at r.4 million square feet (a .46 FAR).

But both cities have demanding architectural controis. In Menlo
Park, the Planning Commission is responsible for the controls, which
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require "that the general appearance ofthe struchrres is in keeping with character ofthe neigh-

borhood; that the development will not be detrimental to the harmonious and orderly growth of

the city; and that the development will not impair the desirability of investment or occupation in

the neighborhood."
palo Alto's Architectural Review Board-comprised (unlike Menlo Park's Planning Commis'

sion) chiefly of architects-has a similar charge, with the addition that it "encourage the attain-

ment of the most desirabie use of land and improvements" and "promote visual environments

which are of high aesthetic quality and variety and which, at the same time, are considerate of

each other."

What architectural norms guide review? According to Bill Phillips, a financial manager for

Stanford University's Real Estate Operations, Menio Park has long valued the shallow roof pitch-

es and deep eaves of Cliff May, crystallized in his Sun.sei magazine headquarters. In Palo Alto, the

low-key modernism of Wiliiam Wurster-who designed the Oak Creek Apartments and a medi'

cal office building at rror Welch Road-is also an influence. (With the exception of Stanford West

Apartments in Palo A1to, the New Urbanism has had little impact in this area.)

Palo Alto goes beyond the general definition ofarchitectural controls to spell out sixteen cri-

teria for project approval, addressing compatibility with the Comprehensive Plan and the imme-

diate environment; appropriateness to function; compatibility with areas having a unified design

or historicai character; harmonious transitions; compatibility with on- and off-site improvements;

internal sense of order; desirability; open space; sufficiency and compatibility of ancillary func-

tions; access and circulation; preservation and integration of natural features; appropriate use

of materials, textures, colors, and details; functionality and unity of landscape; suitability and

drought-resistance of plant material; and energy efficiency.

The last two ofthese criteria point toward an increasingly significant issue for design review

in both cities: sustainability. Phillips notes that a board's focus shifts, reflecting both the ongoing

assessment of prior decisions and emerging issues. Since roughly zooz, he identifies sustain-

ability as the principal concern of the Palo Alto board.

Peninsula architect Bill Bocook agrees that sustainabiiity is now a prominent concern for

both cities, but that it has added to rather than displaced other concerns. Bocook's design for the

William and Flora Hewlett Foundation headquarters in Menlo Park was seminal in stimulating

interest in green building in these communities, as well as at Stanford University. The first LEED

Gold building in California and the fifth in the U.S., the project began in 1999 with a charrette

involving officials from Menlo Park, San Mateo County, and Stanford, opening a discussion of

sustainability. Green building consultant Lynn Simon and landscape architect Cheryl Barton con-

tributed cutting-edge expertise to the effort.

How do these processes affect property values? Gary Wimmer, partner-in'charge of Ford

Land Company, credits architectural controls with raising the value of Ford's several Sand Hill

Road properties, not only by establishing standards for the quality and appearance ofbuildings,

but also by restricting density. Lower density reserves significant areas for landscaping, which

makes the setting more attractive; it also reduces supply. The combination of greater appeal and

less availability intensifies demand, increasing property value. For example, in 1986, Sooo Sand

Hill Road, developed in 1969 and owned and operated by Ford Land Company, garnered the

highest rental prices per square foot ofany office space in the country including Manhattan. The

proiect continues to be cited in articles worldwide as a premier venture capital mecca and office

location. While Ford Land typically holds and leases the properties they develop, Wimmer

believes he would feel similarly if he were building for sale. To him, as to Ford Land Company's

founder, the late Tom Ford, the challenging design review processes ofMenlo Park and Palo Alto

are worth the trouble. o
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Under the Radar
East Oakland School of the Arts, Oakland
Stoner Meek Architecture and Urban Design,
San Francisco

East Oakland School of the Arts (EOSA) forms a geographic and cultural
elision between a creek that connects the oakland hills to San Francisco
Bay and the tense urban jungle that is East Oakland. Supported by fund-
ing from the State of California, the former Castlemont High School cam-
pus has been divided into four "small schools," of which EOSA is one.

The project reusues an old, long-abandoned industrial arts building
at the edge of the campus. Whether industrial or fine, the arts are about
making things, and the building celebrates this spirit of anticipation, of
the unfinished, of evolving creative and productive energy. The design
vocabulary emphasizes building as backdrop, students and their work
as foreground. The architects abstracted the form ofthe original indus-
trial shed into fragments of walls rather than rooms, patches of sunlight
rather than institutionalized enclosures, ambiguities of interiority rather
than the explicitness ofinside and out.

A concrete wall formed with wave-like boards-a symbolic repre-
sentation of the creek-serves for sitting, for supporting a gallery as a
table for sculpture, as an articulation ofan enclosed outdoor space, and
as a reflection of handcraft and material. Images of the trees along the
creek are imprinted through layers of fence and building as sculpture,
etching, shadow, and text.

Five narrow windows along the north walI-which has been disen-
gaged from the five bays ofthe building by a swath ofopenings running
the length of the building-offer not views but instead a more subtle
relation to the outdoors, through light and a place to read. At each win-
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dow is a lectern that holds a book that has

become a part of the school's curriculum. A
quotation from the book's author is etched into

the window, along with images of birds, some

in flight, others perched on a line oftext.

The architects share with the school com-

munity the belief that words carry far greater

weight than buildings in the establishment

of cultural and social values, so the architec-

ture is a backdrop for words as well as for
social exchange.

At the end of one of the academic halls is

Architect: Stoner Meek Architecture and Urban Deslqn

Architects: Jill Stoner and Susannah Meek

Project Designers: Dan Perez and

Katharine Favret

Owner: 0akland Unified School District

M.E.P. Engineer: United Engineers of San Francisco

Structural Engineer: Santos & Urrutia Structural

General Contractor: Kudsk Construction

Iree Translation: Carla Dominguez

TeamFroject

the complete text of Martin Luther King |r's Enqineers

"l Have a Dream" speech, stenciled onto the

concrete wall in red paint, a block oftext eight

feet wide and twelve feet high. Above, two sky-

lights illuminate phrases at random as the sun

moves across the sky, and at these moments

one will occasionally hear a student exclaim,

"Let freedom ringl" o

p['ri1g;sp:1yr r\y Dar P0re], Stoner lrjeek Architectrte and

Jrldn rr.Jsiqir.
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Review

Our Valley. Our Choice. Buildinq a Livable
Future f or the San Joaq uin Valley

Great Valley Center, 2OO7, Heyday Books.

Margit Aramburu

OK, you want to tell 3.8 million people who live in a 275-mile long val-
ley including eight counties that they need to wake up and carpe diem.

You have a clear message, you have funding, and you have a ticking
clock-and a new planning process-the San foaquin Valley Blueprint.
The Great Valley Center, the nonprofit organization that could, has
written and printed a small volume that shows the way to the future. In
its colorful, rr2 pages in a comfortable, softbound, seven-inch by nine-
inch volume, the past, present, and future are clearly laid out. But who
is the audience for this volume, and will those who need to get the mes-
sage receive and understand it? Local and state government, develop-
ment interests, and more sophisticated policy wonks have already come
to the party; it's the larger populous that now needs to be informed
and engaged.

The Great Valley Center has done a yeoman's job finding funding,
developing data, and convening annual conferences to inform a broader
audience about the array of issues facing the San foaquin Valley today.

The Center's efforts were kick-started in zoor with a $6 million grant
from the |ames Irvine Foundation. The Great Valley Center's efforts
resulted in the Governor's |une zoo5 Executive Order creating the San

foaquin Partnership: a task force of state cabinet members, agency
heads, local government o{Iicials, and private sector members to develop
a Strategic Action Proposal by Halloween zoo6.

To obtain this commitment from the governor, however, the Great
Valley Center had to set forth the facts on the region dubbed a future
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'Appalachia of the West" by the California Senate's May zoo3 Ending Poverty in California com-

mittee. San foaquin Valley has a higher growth rate, high unemployment l8.z% versus the state-

wide 53%) and high 1eve1s of poverty (one in five Valley residents lives in poverty). Other studies

identifi high dropout rates from high school and high teen pregnancy rates. Growth oftowns has

spiraled, resulting in zero rental vacancy rates and schools made largely of modular buildings.

The October zoo6 Strategic Action Proposal-The San Joaquin Valley: Califurnia's ztst Cen-

tury Opportunity-further defines the challenges to the San foaquin Valley: average per capita

income 3z.zo/olower than the state average; college attendance 5o% below state average; violent

crime z4%o higher than state average; access to healthcare 3f/olower than state average; and air

quality among the worst in the nation. And the Strategic Action Proposal sets out an admirable

suite of initiatives for the next decade: grow a diversified, globally-competitive economy sup-

ported by a highly skiiled workforce, create a modei K-rz public education system, implement an

integrated framework for sustainable growth, build a 2rst century transportation mobility system,

attain clean air standards, and develop high-quality health and human services. For the next two

years, the drive would be overseen by a board of16+ civic leaders and local, state, and federal offi-

cials and will be funded fiom fuly zoo6 through l:une zooT by $5 million included in the current

state budget.

Our Valley. Our Choice. is easy and fun to "read": the book is largely photos and charts illus-

trating the past, present, and future of the Valley. It includes a pithy message from Great Valley

Center founder and president, Carol Whiteside, and short essays on "People and Geography"

by Gerald Haslam, "The Valley Farmer" by Tom Gallo, and "Building for the Future" by Reza

Assemi. Whiteside leads with ten very valuable thoughts: have a big vision, consider the earth,

make great plans, protect the edges, add value with good design, buiid communities that work

together, start noq create strong neighborhoods, provide incentives, and keep focused.

But the release of this book can only be one of several ways to reach out to a population of

many, diverse ethnic groups, many of them recent immigrants. The Valley has a high percentage

of illiterate adults (the state average is z5o/o) and non-English speakers. And in an age when the

Internet is replacing the printed word for many, the San foaquin Valley has less access to com-

puters and the Internet than other parts of the state. The challenge to the Great Valley Center will

be to take the message clearly and succinctly captured by Our Valley. Our Choice. and translate

it to its 1.8 million-member audience. The message will have to be on multiple media-radio,

television, Internet, and newsprint as well as in book form. And the message will have to reach

difficult-to-access foiks-perhaps through local community meetings in different languages,

or through churches, clubs, or other community gathering spots. Let us hope a creative and

thoughtful outreach program is part ofthe process to guide a San foaquin Valley-driven vision of

its future. The professionals can plan and plan, but not until the community as a whole buys in

will any plan on paper become a concrete reality. o
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Gems c f the city:

Rrltrtntrd -frottr lltt Sarr Francisco Chronicle
Twsday,. ,April tt. :oc7

A list of S.F.'s top

John King

Put any group of zo architects in a room and ask them to choose the buildings in their city that
are of special significance, and I'11 wager no two lists will be alike.

But when that opinionated mob is also the board of directors of the local chapter of the
American Institute of Architects, its verdict arrives with a certain gravitas.

So say hello to the semiofficial list of San Francisco's top z5 buildings, divided neatly into
five choices in five categories: religious, residential, commercial, historic and civic.

And let the second-guessing begin.

There are beloved landmarks such as the Palace of Fine Arts and controversial newcomers,

including the steel-sheathed federal tower at Seventh and Mission Streets. You've got a block of
century-old homes for the wealthy across from the Presidio, and low-income apartment buiidings
on Sixth Street and in the Tenderloin.

There's the big-eared Transamerica Pyramid and the sublime Palace Hotel-two very differ-
ent icons from very different eras.

"Our goal was to find the gems in our city that can be enjoyed by both architects and the
public," says Zigmund Rubel, president of the locai chapter's board and a principal at the firm
Anshen+Allen. "We also wanted a mixture of turn-of-the-century buildings and more contempo-
rary works."

The list comes two months after the nationai AIA released the results of an online survey that
produced what it calls "America's r5o favorite structures." Gimmicky as all get-out, but irresist-
ible-which is why the institute's Web site received more than 5 million hits in the next three days.

This list doesn't involve a public survey. Nor is it the result of a consultation with the San

Francisco chapter's z,3oo members.

Instead, the board was prodded to take a stand by chapter Executive Director Margie

O'Driscoll.

opposite. lir.l-1. de Younq Memorrai lr,,luseum G0lden Gate Park

2005, Herzog & de Meur 0n dnd Fong & Chan Architects

pholo by Mark DarleY
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D eslgn
a

Guidelines

Ellis A. Schoichet, AIA

ln zoo4'5, I volunteered to sit on San Mateo County' s Planning and Building Task Force' I was

invited to ioin the Task Force as a rePresentative of AIA San Mateo County, of which I am a Board

Member, currentlY serving as 2oo7 President' I accepted the assignment, because I have a keen

interest in how oversight regulations and review processes affect my clients and the quality of the

architecturethattheycanbuiid.Ihopedtohaveatempering
influence on the CountY's some-

times Ka{kaesque review Process'

The jury,s still out on that, but since then I,ve been following efforts to inclease the level

of design regulation in the City of San Mateo, the County,s Emerald Hills jurisdiction, and

the Town of Hillsborough (not a comprehensive list). Beginning in Spring 'o6, it seemed an

overwheiming task to evaluate and weigh-in on each proposal that came to my attention' The

positive side to this rising tide of bureaucratic activity is that it forced me to reevaluate my

thinking regarding public regulation of design. After carrying a knee-jerk negative attitude

aroundwithmeforyears,Itookthetimetoexaminethemotivationsofthosewhoadvocate
designregulation,theirgrowingimpactonoulcommunities,andwhatitallmeanstothe
architectural Profession.

The trend is inescapable: as time goes by, architects face ever increasing levels of design

regulation. As an architect who focuses a considerable portion of my practice on trying to create

designs that are meaningful on many different leveis, I find the language of some of the recent

proposals deepiy disturbing. They have an increasing tendency to eviscerate the practice ofarchi

tecture, limiting discussion of the merits of a design to only the most simplistic level' contrast

an excerpt from the original enabling language adopted by San Mateo County in ry76 with the

language of a zoo6 prJpor"l for revised design guidelines in Emerald Hil1s. The excerpt from

1976 describes the County's intent and goals in seeking to regulate the design of proiects on

private ProPerty:
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Compare the language above with the following excerpts from zoo6:

"...a home . . . may appear massive or bulky, if the build.ing shape and/or fagade
is too sirnple. Simple forms ofien appear ntore massive and larger, while houses
with more variety in their forms appear less massive and ofien rnore interesting.,,
",..massive or boxy s\les (such as Mediterranean stucco) are d.iscouraged . . . .
avo i d r ev iv ali st styles.,,

"When planning a new home or second story addition, begin with a pimary
roof form. Consid.er additions to the pimary roof such as second,ary roof formsand donners that may serve to reduce the home,s apparent mass and scale, pro-
vide visual interest and. have an appropiate nurnber of roofforrns. Add.itional
roof forms shall be architectura,y cornpatibre with the pimary roof form,s srope
and rnaterial."

My unease with guidelines that attempt to design the structures
they regulate stems from the way in which they erode the ability of a
designer to propose creative solutions. In the end, they reward super-
ficiality in the design of structures, penalizing those who pursue new
or challenging approaches. I consider design guidelines to be a sort of
"Cliff's Notes" for design-an abridged version, a quick summary of the
broad and complex topic of architectural design. While they can be ben_
eficial in some ways, in a bureaucratic setting it,s iust too easy to give
them more weight than is justified:

The language reads more like a recitation of lay opinion and personai
styiistic preference than a ca, for creativity and design quality. The last
one is a special treat, apparently excerpted from a lecture on building
morphology given by the design professor from Hell.

As this type of language seduces one community after another, I,ve
become convinced that it is having a destructive influence on design
quaiity rather than the hoped-for improvement. Framed too .rarrowly,
these guidelines cross the line that should exist between a governing
agency's rights to define goals and provide guidance and incentivesl
and property owners' rights to set their own agendas for architectural
expression.

"Regulation of design shourd not be so rigid.ty enforced that individuar initiative
is precluded in the design of any particurar buitding or substantiar additionar
expense incurred.; rather, the regulation exercised should only be the minimum
necessary to achieve the overall objectives . . . . Appropriate design is based upon
the suitability of a building for its purposes, upott the appropiate use of sound
mateials and upon the principles of hawnony ond proportion in the elernents of
thebuilding....',

Theharrieddesigner says,,,ltdoesn'treallymatterhowitlooks,itfollowsallof
the guidelines!"

The conscientious planning Department staffet says, ,,Boy, 
this sure looks

great, but it doesn't follow the design guidelines unless you go back ond slap a
couple more dorwers on it.,'
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These examples may sound far-fetched to some, but in the trenches of Bay Area design regula-

tion I've seen it all.

Design guidelines that are too specific limit the range of possible solutions to those that can

be imagined by the individuals crafting the language. \t is a presumptive design approach, in which

those who write the guidelines presume to make decisions that in most cases are better left to

someone familiar with the specific site conditions, owner needs, and neighbor concerns. No mat-

ter how well composed, a written standard can only be reasonably applied to a limited range of
conditions. The narrower and more rigid the standard, the fewer conditions to which it will rea-

sonably apply.

In the end, an intelligent, independent design review process may be the key eiement that

makes design guidelines effective in regulating design without killing it. Despite the pitfalls,

an independent design review body can provide the perspective and skills necessary to interpret

design guidelines in the context of the actual facts of a case. Design review bodies can evalu-

ate the applicabiiity of guidelines to a particular situation and render decisions that balance the

needs of all interests at play in the realization of a particular proiect.

A weli-crafted, balanced design guideline and design review process won't dilute or elimi-

nate the abiiity of competent architects to present creative solutions to the problems they face.

When the guidelines and/or review process are orphaned from one another, or poorly struclured

and overly restrictive, designers are left an unpleasant choice. They can take refuge in the safety

of known, tried-and-true solutions, or they can face a review process of indeterminate length and

uncertain outcome irrespective of the merit of the design.

Based on the above reasoning, I propose the following criteria for evaiuating design regulations.

For lack of a better name, I refer to them as Design Guidelines Guidelines:

r. Legislation and/or administrative rules regulating design must establish an independent design

review body as a companion to the adoption ofdesign guidelines, and vice-versa.

z. Design guidelines should clearly state the goals of the community and encourage designers to work

creatively to achieve these goals, rather than presumptively telling them how to design or defining

what designs are acceptable. They should not be compendia ofthe opinions and subjective personal

taste ofneighborhood interest groups. They should provide lor evolving sensibilities, changing tastes,

and Future technologies. And, where sample designs and other specifics are included in a design

guidelines document, it should be clearly established that such examples and illustrations are sugges-

tions not intended to be definitive or mandatory

3. The design review body should be granted the administrative tools they need to stand up for quality

design, to reject poor design, and to interpret and adapt guidelines to each individual situation. Broad

representation on design review bodies is beneficial, but a significant proportion of the body should

have some level ofexpertise in a relevant design field. Interpretation ofdesign guideline applicabil-

ity and/or compliance should not reside entirely in the hands of laypersons or Pianning Department

staffers. O
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CONFERENCE
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SHIGERU BAN, HON. FAIA

> AARON BETSKY

> SIMEON BRUNNER

> PETER DAVEY

> CRAIG DYKERS, A/I
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October lgth-zlst, 2OO7

MDGOT:

The Monterey Design Conference is about sharing rdeas and inspiring

3rchitects and designers lo be inno',,ative. Thrs year's conference, set again

at Julia Morgan's historic Asilomar, will present an array of speakers from

Asra, Europe and the United States who wrll discuss "the lateraland

vertical," abstra(

approi

itions of this thinking and what it suggests in terms of new

)ches to conceptualizatron. innovation and production.
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I Blomberg Window Systems

has been providing aluminum windows and

doors for over 50 years. Architects and

builders select Blomberg Windows f or their

quality and versatility. These photos

show why Blomberg Windows

are the architect's choice.
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When it comes to schools,
we've done our homework.

Empire Coilege
Santa Ro#, CA
Grass Architsts

Distinguished by our ability to offer a complete exterior package, including

curtain walls, entrances, storefronts, windows, skylights and translucent panel

systems, The Vistawall Group has supplied innovative daylighting solutions to

school and university construction projects across the country. When you plan

your next educational project, go with a single-source supplier that already has

done its homework.

For more information, call us today at 800.327.141 1 , or visit www.vistawall.com.

VTSTAWALL MODULINE NATURALITE SKYWALT

Mary Cates Hall
Univercity ol Washington

Seattle, WA

Windows & Doors
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SIMPSON GUMPERTZ,. *'U'* P

loesrcru

IREHABILITATE

Engineeang of Structures
ond Euilding Enclosures

IrNvrsrrcRre

For more information contact
Chris Decareau at 41 5.495.1700
or cpdecareaupsgh.com

The Londmork,O'One Morkei, Suite 600
Son Froncisco. CA 94i05
4r 5.495.3700 . 4t 5.495.3550
www.sgh.com

*".'**TITTI'jiS\

olr Work For You
BIM, design-build, sustainable design: lnnovations present fantastic opportunities for ttre forward-thinking architeds and

engineers who seize them. But being on the leading edge cuts two ways. Greater rewards mean greater risks.

That's where lre can help. As your exdusive agent for tre DesQn Professional goup of tc XL lnsurance cornpanbs, we can
deliver a customized program of innovative insurance and rbk management solutions avaihble nowhere else. A prime examffe
is lhe XL lnsunnce Contact Guide fq Desrgn Prcfessronals: t Rist ttanaganent Hard/lpr4, for Arc6dects ard

Engineers' This authoritative guide locuses on issues and trends in mnlracls, claims and practice
managemenl induding valuable loss prevention advie on BlM, design-build, and sushinaue &s6n. lfs one more way we

can help you confdently take on new cfrallenges while minimizing yorr risks.

Let u6 show you how xL lnsurance can holp you safely conquor yoilr nef, fronilom. viElt
uww.xldp.comlprimGr to receive your cgmFlimentary copy of Prcfessloaal Sarvicr lgruereen6.. A
Pnrer, introductory information from the ContractGuide.

6}r**=ron & Associates
XtrusuRnNcr
FWUWISTRMN_ ffi&ND reruYp\b$JR|$€E Insurance Brokers

66 Franklin St@t
Suite 210
Oaldand, CA 94607
510-465-3090

3 lmpsial Prormmde
Suite 440

Santa ArE, CAq27O7
714-427-@10

199 South Los Robbs Ave.
Suite 540
Pasadem, CA 91 101

626-844-3070
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AIACC 54

Americon Blinds & Droperies 12

Architerro Design Group I I

Blomberg Window Systems lFG, 56-57

Borden Lighting l5

Cenlrol Visuol lnformotion Systems 12

Deoley, Renton & Associotes 59

DeSimone Consulting Engineers l3

Flock + Kurtz Consulting l8C

GroniteRock I5

ldeote / BIM l0

lnnovis Corporolion 6

Lord&Sons l5

Lutron OBC

Morvin Windows & Doors l3

Osborn Architects I4

Pilkington Fire Protection 2

Shen Milsom & Wilke lnc l3

Simpson Gumperlz & Heger 59

Stepstone lnc. I, 'l l, 6l

Thorburn l5

VistowollArchitecturol 58

XL Specrolty lnsuronce 59
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Coming October 2007

r[ 0(0
Division of the State Architect (DSA) Celebrates 100th Anniversary

In celebration of 100 years of colorful history, its vital role in creating so man! of the famous structures that symbolize the
worl.d's image of modern-day California, and its urgent responsibility to protect California's school children in earthquakes

Don't miss this opportunity!
It happens once every 100 years !

Will your firm be a part of this celebration?
. 500 hard-bound editions distributed to the office

of the Governor, state agency officials, legislators and other VIPs

. Commemorative brochure will be distributed to
the approximately 75,000 readers of Califurnia
Construction and arcCA magazines

YTARS
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. BONUS - distributed at
AIACC Monterey Design
Conference in October

. INCREASE EXPOSURE

. BUILD REIATIONSHIPS

- REACH CALIFORNIA'S DESIGN &
C O N STRU CTI ON I N DU STRY LEADE RS

Ad Size 4C

Full Page $5,000

112 Page $3,200

1/4 Page $1,750

2C

$4,ooo

$2,900

$1,500

B&W

$3,800

$2,500

$1,250

lncludes:
Distribution in both ArcCA & CAC publications and bold

Distribution in both ArcCA & CAC publications and listi

Distribution in both ArcCA and CAC publications

listing tn hard copy book

ng in hard copy book (Sponsor page)

157" discount to be applied for ads sold as part of AIA sponsorship package

Publishes: October 2007

Sales Close: August 22,2007

Materials Deadline: August 30. 2fi)7

Please contact
your Account Manager

. Michael Moffat 8{Xl85f-5531

. Maggie flartley 626-932'(t174

. Sarrdra Brown 80{l-279-1951

. Shamn Deatrick 619-5fu4773
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fl Yes, I'm interested in this centennia! opportunity! {Please Print}

Phone/Fax:

Reserve Sp lollowing space;

Size:

Color:

Rate:

Email:

Signature (required) Date

-'l 
Will lurnish artwork J Need new ad J Need ad revisions J Repeat last ad I Please call; besl time lo call 
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.. and Counting

_t_
NIMBY acronyms

NlMT00 Not in my term of office

LULU's Locally unaccepted land uses

NIABY Not in anybody's backyard

NIMBL Not in my bottom line

NOPE Not on planet earth

CAVI Citizens aqainst virtually everything

BANANA Build absolutely nothing at or near anyone

www.q0v.ns.ca

A list of planning terms that would sound very

provocative if voiced by R&B legend Barry White

Brown Act

CEOA

Density Bonus

Downzone

ilR

lmpact Fees

LAFCO

Neg Dec

PUD

Prezoning

Def initions can be found at www.ceres.ca.qov

Top anti-development web site results from a 
,Save

the ...'search

Save the Rainforest

Save the Bay

Save the Redwoods

Save the Trees

Save the Dunes

Save the River

Save the 76 Ball

www.qooqle.com

Search asking 'What does A0R stand for?'

Adverse Drug Reaction

Average Daily Rate

Administrative Dispute Resolution

Alzheimer's Disease Review

Ammunition Disposition Request

Architectural Design Review

Automatic Dialogue Replacement

w w w.t h ef ree d i c t i o n a r y.c o m

Zoning terms developed in the last few decades

Flexible Zoning

Form Based Zoning

lncentive Zoning

lnclusionary Zoning

Overlay Zoning

Performance Zoning

www.apa.0rq

Results from an Avery lndex search of

'design + review'

8 records related to San Francisco

4 records related to Seattle

1 record related to Santa Barbara

Example of a title of one of these articles:
"Aesthetics by Legislation: San Francisco's Attempt

to Preserve its lmage," by Mitchell Schwarzer, Cril

Fall 1986

Last journal to dedicate an entire issue to the subject

of design review:

, rcade, Spring 2003

library.cca.edu

Davld Meckel, FAIA

Some quotations about committees in general

" A committee can make a decision that is dumber than

any of its members." David Coblitz

" Committee: a group of people who individually can

do nothing but as a group decide that nothing can be

done." Fred Allen

" Ihere is no monument dedicated to the memory of a

committee." Lester J. Pourciau

" To qet something done, a committee should consist of

no more than three people, two of whom are absent."

Robert Copeland

"A committee is a cul-de-sac down which ideas are

lured and then quietly strangled." sir Barnett Cocks

w w w.q u of a t i o n s p a q e. co m

Follow-up: big box beats modern icon

We reported in arcCA 06.3, "Preserving Modernism,"

that IBM Building 25 in San Jose, designed by John

Bolles, FAIA, in the late 50s, was the sublect of a Cali-

fornia Preservation Foundation lawsuit against Lowe's,

which plans to demolish the structure. Lowe's has

prevailed (after two court rulings and two votes by the

San Jose City Council), but as part of an agreement

with the city must contribute 5300,000 toward historic
preservation projects.

www.nercurynews.c?m
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lntroducing GRAFIK Eye' QS

The new standard for lighting and shade control
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Controllights Save energy Select scenes

lnfrared remote control

Astronomical time clock

1000+ colors and
finish combinations

Shades are integralto a total light control solution. Lutron introduces the first solution that

simpli{ies control of the lighting and shades to provide your clients with comforl, flexibility and

productivity. And, like other Lutron solutions, it can save 600/o or more energy.

Experience Lutron's broad range of light control products at our Experience Center in Orange

County, or at partner locations throughout California. Contact your Lutron representative to
schedule an appointment, or call 87 7 -258-8706.

Experience the power of GBAFIK Eye QS at www.lutron.com/qsvisualizer

Product shown 75?o of actual size.
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